Divisional Placement Criteria
Statement
USA Rugby, in conjunction with the Women’s Collegiate Competitions Committee and
the Collegiate Management Council, have developed this document as a guideline for the
placement of women’s college rugby teams into appropriate divisional categories.
For the purposes of these discussions, the divisional categories will be designated as
Division 1 Elite (referred to as D1 Elite henceforth) Division 1 (shortened to as D1
henceforth), Division 2 (referred to as D2 henceforth) and Small College. The focus of
this document will be defining parameters for D1 and D2 classification.*
*Note: D1 Elite and Small College will be addressed in supplementary addendums,
but are not directly addressed in this document.
Goal
The goals of designating criteria for placement into each division are as follows:
! To place teams who are working under similar conditions into the same
competition.
! To create competitions which allow for and encourage growth and progression of
individual teams.
! To create competitive structures which encourage the growth and progression of
women’s collegiate rugby as a whole.
! To create a mechanism by which teams can appeal their designated divisional
categorization based on objective measures.

Factors Considered in Placement Criteria
USA RUGBY acknowledges that the examination of appropriate divisional placement
requires a great number of factors to be considered beyond a school’s athletic division or
even student body enrollment. As the landscape of women’s collegiate rugby is rapidly
changing, we acknowledge the need to weigh certain factors above others in these
discussions. While school size is acknowledged to be an important predictor of success,
school size alone will not determine a team’s divisional classification. The following
criteria have been developed through examination of teams currently involved in each
division, and through examination of teams who have progressed between divisions.
Scholarship/Admissions Assistance
With the advent of varsity and varsity club model women’s collegiate rugby programs, it
is acknowledged that these teams have substantial organizational and competitive
capabilities beyond the reach of traditional student-led club sports programs. Given that
fact, all programs offering the following benefit will be automatically considered
Division 1 (except in the specific, time-limited circumstances to be outlined below).
The criteria for automatic D1 placement are:
•

Programs offering official admissions assistance into the affiliated university.
Admissions assistance defined as any special consideration of application, special
dispensation of admission standards not available to non-athlete students, or a
guarantee of admission.

Programs offering official university sponsored/managed scholarships.
Scholarship categories will include, but are not limited to
1) Full or partial athletic scholarships
2) Full or partial scholarships used in larger numbers for athletes than the non-athlete
student body population (i.e., athlete focused leadership scholarships).
• The scholarship category will exclude full or partial scholarships established
through and funded by rugby alumni, parent or supporter donations at
universities without special admission categorization for rugby athletes. This
scholarship category may be administered through the university without
automatic D1 categorization.
Exception
The above guidelines for immediate D1 categorization will be applied to any university
program that meets the above criteria, and has had a registered women’s collegiate club
program for two preceding, consecutive years. If a varsity/varsity club program is
established at a university that did not previously have a women’s club rugby program,
and the newly established program meets the above criteria, they may request a special
•

dispensation for up to two years to compete in D2. This dispensation must be applied for
annually, and will be allowed for a maximum of two academic years (defined as
consecutive Fall/Spring/Summer semesters).
Broader University Related Categories
Female Undergraduate Population
Female undergraduate population will be defined by the Equality in Athletics Data
Analysis report. The categorization points will be greater than 3,500; greater than 5,000;
greater than 7,500; greater than 10,000
Admission Rate
Admission rate for the broader university will be used as a weighting factor. Admission
rate will be defined as the rate published by or available from the institution’s
undergraduate admission office or department. The categorization points will be at
greater than 40% acceptance; greater than 60% acceptance.
University NCAA Level
The university’s NCAA or NAIA competition level will be defined as the division in
which the university’s non-football sports compete.
Rugby Team Specific Categories
Recent History of Success
History of success will be defined as:
Middle: Appearance in Round of 16 or beyond in three of the preceding five consecutive
seasons.
Top: Appearance in the Round of 4 or Championship game (seasonal/regional or
national) within the preceding three seasons, combined with one or more appearances in
the Round of 16 within the same time period.
Access to Facilities
Facilities will be designated as access to a university owned or university contracted
practice field for a minimum of two practice sessions per week during the academic term.
Funding
Funding will be defined as monies received from the university during the academic
calendar year (Fall-Summer of the consecutive term) that is considered part of the clubs
normal operating budget. This excludes funds that are appropriated by the school solely
for the support of support post-season play, or funds that are used for coaching stipends.
Delineation points within this category will fall at: greater than $4,000; greater than
$7,000; greater than $10,000.

Coaching Stability
Coaching stability will be defined as having the same CIPP registered coach for 4
consecutive academic calendar years, or the same CIPP registered coach for 4 or more
seasons within the past 7 seasons.
Historical Squad Size
Squad size will be judged by CIPP registration numbers.
Weights Table
Category
Female Undergraduate
Population

Recent History of Success

Classification
Greater than
3,500
Greater than
5,000
Greater than
7,500
Greater than
10,000
Middle
Top

Access to Facilities
Funding

Coaching Stability
Admission Rate

Historical Squad Size
NCAA Level

Greater than
$4,000
Greater than
$7,000
Greater than
$10,000
Greater than
or equal to 4
seasons
Greater than
40%
Greater than
60%
Greater than
25
Div I or Div II

Weight
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.10
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.10

Classifications
Any team may choose to play in D1, however any team scoring above .7 by a
combination of factors on the above scale would be adjudged to be a D1 program and
will be classified as such for post-season play.
Clarification

These guidelines have been built to place teams in appropriate categories for post-season
play. It is understood that geography and local competition may cause a D1 categorized
school to compete in a recognized hybrid conference during the course of their regular
season. However, competition in, or USA Rugby’s recognition of, a hybrid D1/D2
conference does not constitute eligibility for post-season play in a division lower than an
individual schools classification.
In the examination of categorization, the examining body will verify any publically
available information. The examining body will request any information not publically
available, and if the program provides no response, it will be assumed to be an
affirmation of the resources until information is provided to prove contrary (or in the case
of a sliding scale category, it will be considered to be the maximum value).
Appeals
Teams will have the right to appeal classification or reclassification. Appeals should be
submitted to the director of the USAR College Department prior to the outset of a
competition cycle. The Director will refer the appeal and associated documentation to the
Women’s Collegiate Competitions Committee. If the appeal is being lodged in relation to
a final decision of the Women’s Collegiate Competitions Committee, the appellate
process will be shifted to the College Management Council.
The team/program filing the appeal will be responsible for providing supporting
documentation demonstrating the grounds for their appeal based on scoring system
outlined in the weights table. For questions/classifications where the appellant provides
no information, the appellate body will assume an affirmation of maximum value.

